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Few things, indeed, could be more erroneous than to
regard it as a southward extension of the America with
which films and stock markets have made most Englishmen
familiar. For Argentina is not a Spanish-speaking Illinois,
nor Buenos Aires a brunette Chicago. We might have been
forgiven for thinking so, if our reading was confined to the
rare eloquence of speakers at Pan-American Congresses,
where perorations swoop from pole to pole with one eye
on the future of mankind and one, more watchful, on the
State Department. But Pan-American ideals are no more
immediate than Pan-Asiatic or Pan-European. (There is
something touching in the way that politicians, after failing
to unite a single country, take frequent refuge in the
grandiose ambition to combine a continent,) Indeed, if
the extent of territory covered is any guide, Pan-America
will take precisely twice as long to realise as the United
States of Europe. For that agreeable chimera contemplates
a mere union of the Urals with the Pas de Calais—a trifling
business in which our sole concern is with a single continent,
" I'affaire " (as Napoleon remarked of Waterloo before the
battle) " d'un dejeuner." But Pan-America's sublime ob-
jective is a Pax Americana reigning from Cape Horn to
Alaska—or rather, from Alaska to Cape Horn, since if
there is any reigning to be done, it will occur north of the
Rio Grande. A citizen of that Utopia could walk from
Minneapolis to Valparaiso (leaping the Panama Canal)
without a change of jurisdiction. But his walk (unlike the
United European's, as he strolled from Lille to Nijni
Novgorod) would take him through two continents. That
is the cruel truth that lies concealed behind the splendid
name, America. For, masquerading as a single continent,
it happens to be two; and what is more, they are as different
from one another as Europe and Asia.
More factors than geography and climate keep them apart.
Race, economics, and religion have conspired to differentiate
North from South America; and not all the perorations in
the world are ever likely to unite them. For what have

